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GNC & Robotics for on orbit servicing with simulated
vision in the loop

Aureliano Rivoltaa,∗, Paolo Lunghia, Michèle Lavagnaa

aPolitecnico di Milano, Via La Masa, 34 20156 Milano - Italy

Abstract

Complex robotics missions require complex GNC and Robotics algorithms, of-

ten using vision sensors. The problem of vision-in-the-loop GNC is addressed

using photorealistic simulated images and simple computer vision algorithms,

coupled with relative estimation and control of a servicing satellite in close prox-

imity operations with a customer satellite. In the near future it will be required

to simulate the behavior of automated servicing missions comprehending also

vision data, hence the request for vision-in-the-loop simulations. In this article

is proposed a GNC and Robotics scheme for proximity operations between a

servicer and a customer satellite through the use of adaptive control and com-

puter vision. The scheme is then put to test through simulation of orbital robot

dynamics, sensors and camera inputs, and computer vision algorithm in the

loop.

Keywords: On Orbit Servicing, Guidance, Navigation, Control, Robotics,

Computer Vision, Image simulation

1. Introduction

On Orbit Servicing (OOS) is a hot topic in the space community and source

of continuous research. Recently contracts have been signed by interested parties
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and some providers12, others (Airbus for example3) are starting to display the

intent to bring OOS to life in the next couple of years.5

Although the customer demand is unclear, the added value OOS can give to

operators is higher flexibility [1, 2]. This changes perspective in the analysis of

the business case [3, 4, 5] that must also take into account the current level of

OOS technology [6].

Since the first OOS was achieved by astronaut’s Extra Vehicular Activity10

(EVA) on Intelsat VI and the Hubble space telescope during the STS-49 and

STS-61 missions there has been widespread research on how to expand the

concept without EVAs.

In the years the concept of automated resupply to the International Space

Station (ISS) has been perfected, especially by the European Automated Trans-15

fer Vehicle (ATV) program [7], the Japanese H-II Transfer Vehicle (HTV) [8],

and in recent years, by private owned resupply spacecraft like Dragon [9] and

Cygnus [10]. However, the ISS is one of a kind and commercial OOS involv-

ing civilian and non civilian endeavors requires a different perspective. Space

industry is bound to be mostly driven by military and private companies and20

economic exploitation of OOS is the main concern for the latter, hence any

OOS mission shall be sustainable in a market perspective without relying con-

tinuously on governmental agencies founds.

The most lucrative area for OOS is Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) where

major telecommunications operator assets are located. However, in Medium25

Earth Orbit (MEO) we have positioning systems like GPS or Galileo that could

benefit from OOS. If we include in OOS also debris removal, then it will be

Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to be exploited first. Moving asset from orbit to orbit

is also an interesting concept that exemplifies further that OOS is actually not

bounded in some particular orbital region.30

1http://spacenews.com/effective-space-signs-first-contract-for-satellite-life-extension-

services/
2http://spacenews.com/orbital-atk-lands-second-intelsat-satellite-servicing-deal/
3http://spacenews.com/airbus-to-challenge-ssl-orbital-atk-with-new-space-tug-business/
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Physical Retro-compatibile Customer mods References

Refueling yes no small [22]

Payload upgrade yes no huge [23]

Orbit insertion / Tugging yes yes none [24, 25]

Repair yes no huge [23]

Inspection no yes none [24]

Table 1: OOS concepts

There are many technological challenges on the road to achieve robotic/automated

OOS, which have sparked various research programs in the last decades. For

example the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funded Or-

bital Express mission successfully demonstrated autonomous rendezvous and

docking [11, 12, 13] and refueling operations [14]. During the mission also35

berthing and servicing functionality have been accomplished [15]. Robotic ma-

nipulators can be used to grab, un-dock and replace units and this capability

has been also demonstrated by the Engineering Test Satellite VII (ETS-VII) of

National Space Development Agency (NASDA) where autonomous rendezvous

and berthing, visual servoing, units exchange and refueling have been accom-40

plished [16, 17, 18, 19]. One of the robotic arm experiments onboard ETS-VII

was prepared by the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR) and

was part of the agency research plans for OOS [20]. Such feats were accom-

plished also thanks to previous missions like the STS-72 with the retrieval of

the Space Flyer Unit [18].45

In this section the presentation of many OOS scenarios is carried out to

establish the base of the subsequent technical analysis. The list is meant to be

introductory not comprehensive as combination of scenarios permits to obtain

new servicing possibilities; it can be found in Table 1. The table classifies main

OOS scenarios based on the need of physical connection, on the possibility50

to propose the service to already flying satellites and the eventual customer

satellite modification needed for acquiring compatibility; some references are

also included. For more depth in each of these possible scenario, please refer to

[21].

Looking at the scenarios presented before, the main capabilities required for55
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a servicing satellites are: rendezvous, formation flying with customer, repeated

docking, target pointing, superior attitude control authority, intersatellite com-

munication, robotic manipulation and a fuel feeding system. Although some

proposed a vehicle with all such capabilities [26], it is more likely to see special-

ized servicing vehicles in the near future with limited and selected capabilities.60

All of the above require a dedicated Guidance Navigation & Control (GNC)

subsystem as well as handling robotics arm and similar hardware. This will be

the core of this article with particular focus on the use of image based sensors.

In order to assess the performance and goodness of the architecture that will be

presented it is clear that simulations, at least numerical, are required4. Among65

the lesson learned from the Orbital Express mission we could list a require-

ment for extensive sensor and navigation testing prior to mission execution [27].

One of the main issues is the need to simulate image based data with enough

representativity to understand the level of precision that can be reached.

The focus of the work is the use of vision based estimation within a GNC70

loop, hence an overview of both part is required to understand how they can

work together. The article is thus divided into four sections. Section 2 presents

computer vision applications while Section 3 specializes in the developed ap-

plications of vision based sensing in the OOS framework; Section 4 presents

the algorithms used for the GNC and robotics, where it has been used the75

term Guidance Navigation Control & Robotics (GNCR) to put under the same

bracket the vehicle GNC and the robotic equivalent GNC. The proposed con-

trol architecture with simulated images is then tested in Section 5 using custom

4An example is the company Effective Space Solutions testing at GMV: ”GMV is in

charge of supporting the development of the service mission with several activities re-

lated to the execution of hardware-in-the-loop test campaigns in GMV’s platform-art c©

facility. [...] At the moment GMV is busy developing one of the critical compo-

nents of the SPACE DRONETM RvD system, i.e., the image processing algorithm that

will be used for detecting the customer’s GEO host satellite and computing its posi-

tion and attitude during the rendezvous maneuver” extract from press release available at

https://www.gmv.com/en/Company/Communication/News/2018/03/EffectiveSpace.html
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made code running on MATLAB R©, Simulink R© and POV Ray.

2. The use of images in OOS80

Computer vision algorithm for navigation can assume in general two differ-

ent forms: image stream and template/map/model matching. Image stream

techniques compute the relative movement between two consecutive images by

comparing displacement of pixels or notable features of the scenery. Instead,

template matching compares a single image with a database or model of known85

features. This require prior knowledge on the scenery and a proper configured

source to use for the comparison. All these algorithms usually require other

sensors or models to provide a stable and precise estimation.

Template matching for proximity operations using cameras has been studied

in the past and implemented in orbit in relation to cooperative docking. In [28]90

are shown several markers used for cooperative rendezvous and docking. An

example is the ETS-VII mission where markers and vision tracking have been

used in several experiments [29, 30]. Markers and reflectors allow increased per-

formance in the relative state estimation but requires the customer satellite to

be built accordingly. Template matching can be used even in case where such95

features are not installed but are extracted from the geometry of the customer

satellite. [31] has implemented a 3D matching using non linear minimizers to

solve the pose, although images were not simulated and the computer vision part

has been neglected. A more recent and comprehensive reference with experi-

mental validation can be found in [32] where 3D model matching is combined100

with a visual servoing approach. Further development on exploiting the maxi-

mum return from images can be found in [33] while the basis for 3D matching

have been posed more than two decades ago, the interested reader should refer

to [34].

Image stream techniques can be roughly divided in feature tracking and105

optical flow. The great limitation of the latter is the weakness to large dis-

placement, hence a minimum sampling time would be requested based on the
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relative dynamics of the target. On the other hand, feature tracking requires

to detect features of the same kind in two images and then apply a matching

procedure, a rather costly operation. Features can be divided roughly in low110

level (edges, corners) and high level (ex: landmarks). High level feature are

usually combinations of low level features, hence more expensive to track. In

the last decade the new concept of region based feature has been studied. Scale

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT in short) [35], Speeded Up Robust Features

(SURF) [36, 37] and ORB [38] lie within this category: the basic principle it115

to take interesting low level points such as corners and identifying those with

better probability to be traced in the other image.

Some research groups have been working on the use of vision based relative

state estimation based on known features on the target satellite, for example

in [39, 40] matching is done with a rectangular shape, while in [41] the adapter120

ring is exploited. A more sophisticated and robust implementation of similar

principles is found in [42].

3. Application to relevant OOS scenarios

OOS proximity operations, including inspection, may require the use of

vision-based navigation. For far-range inspection the pointing required is not125

too harsh, but reliability in the navigation system is extremely important [27].

Close proximity operations require similar level of reliability, but the precision

requested is higher. While at large distances the only information needed about

the target is the relative position, at close distance also the attitude become rel-

evant, and the required image processing differs from far approach operations.130

Sensor complementary to cameras might differ depending on application. In the

far range relative GPS might be an extremely valuable source of information,

while when the two spacecrafts are close laser based applications might have a

better impact. Image based navigation is not perfect and has limitations but

can be used to extract useful information to estimate the relative state of the135

customer satellite or other meaningful information. A proposed application for
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relative state estimation and port location refinement follows in this section.

3.1. Hardware limitations

The application of image processing techniques on space hardware are usu-

ally limited by the high required computational burden. In recent years, an140

effort has been made by space industry to qualify dedicated hardware capa-

ble to provide the necessary processing power. In [43], an image processing

board, capable to perform feature extraction and tracking task at 20 fps on a

1024 × 1024 pixels image, is presented. A similar, space qualified, processing

unit is described in [44] and [45], with the capability to perform both monocu-145

lar and stereo visual navigation in a framerate range from 10 to 30 fps. In this

paper, a conservative value of 1 fps is assumed, to ensure compatibility of the

developed algorithms with the future available space hardware.

3.2. Satellite relative state

A single camera can be used to estimate the relative state of the servicer150

satellite when it is within meters from the customer satellite. Here is presented

a simplified approach used as demonstration for closed loop performance es-

timation. Such algorithm would need to be improved for robustness of the

estimation in future development. The process of information extraction from

a single image is divided in four steps:155

• Edge detection,

• Constrained line search,

• Depth estimation,

• Relative pose estimation.

First, the image is processed with a Sobel edge detector to produce a binary160

image where lines are easily found with the Hough transform. Then, four lines

are extracted, two vertical and two horizontal, within a 5 degree inclination

domain.
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This limitation on the search domain increases the robustness in the line-

fitting process but can be adopted only during terminal phases when a partial165

alignment between the servicer and the target is already attained. In space,

largely variable light conditions can affect the edge detection process. In [42]

the issue is addressed by looking for the tracked lines in a subspace of the whole

search space.

The simplified idea of tracking a relatively known rectangular shape has also170

been applied experimentally with compatible results in [46]. The four tracked

lines are used to compute the four corner points in the image.

A precise estimation of the scene depth is performed by minimization of the

projection error. Displacement and attitude are computed using a combination

of the dual quaternion estimation of [47] and [48].175

The limits imposed in the line search need to be tailored as many sources of

error can affect the final estimation. These might include shadows projected by

robotic arm, specific illumination directions that can make other lines sharper

than the outer edges, or light reflections on metallic surfaces that might reduce

the local image gradient, exploited by most of the algorithms for line detec-180

tion. In general, fast light variations can have dramatic impact on the cameras,

although these can be somehow predicted. There are some cases where the

light positioning is not favorable, for example when the sun is behind the ser-

vicer satellite: the spacecraft casts shadows altering the image histogram and

creating troubles in the segmentation process. Simulated images can be used185

to infer possible criticalities of operations and prepare solutions or scheduling

accordingly.

3.3. Robotic arm and docking port

When a robotic arm is involved in close proximity operations for grabbing or

operating on the customer satellite, making use of cameras mounted on the tip190

can give a lot of insights and feedback to the robotic subsystem. However, due to

the tip being close to the target we have that the images recorded are subject to

blurring or self-shadowing. Both phenomena can be caused by distances below
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one meter, after that the robustness of the system might be compromised. One

possible way to solve the problem is to use lights and auto-focus cameras at195

higher hardware expenses. What we propose instead is to use a simple camera

mounted on the tip to refine the position of the target (a docking port in this

case) with respect to the reference used for relative positioning mentioned in the

previous section. Through chain of transformation the measures can be used to

estimate the port location on the target satellite and control the robotic arm200

accordingly.

In the subsequent simulations markers have been used: four circles of two

different colors (white and black) on an intermediate background. Using Hough

transform and a initial distance estimation the algorithm will find circles in a

neighborhood of the estimated circle diameter. Once all four circle position205

are computed in camera frame, the relative attitude is computed using four

directions of the markers with respect to their center and the normal of the

plane identified by the 3D positions of the markers in the model reference of the

target satellite. The 3D position of the markers is recovered by using the radius

of the circle found in the images as scale factor, thus the estimation becomes210

really fast.

Like in the previous case it is mandatory to apply bounding of parameters,

otherwise serious discrepancies in subsequent estimation can be found. The

final estimation is performed by a weighted mean where weights are computed

as the overall fitting error. The finalization of the port location requires the port215

to be visible, hence the expected error is small and any simplification made is

justified.

3.4. Simulation of images in the loop

When dealing with closed loop GNC aided by vision sensor, it is mandatory

to have a good model to represent the camera but this is rarely done due to220

computational burden. For example in [31] images were not used in the loop but

rather points and lines were assumed almost-perfect. In cases where images are

generated, they might lack some realistic aspects, like images in [41] that were
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Figure 1: Details of POV Ray based image rendering: a) servicer satellite shadow b) robotic

arm shadow c) robotic arm d) sunlight reflection

not rendered with Earth in sight, self-shadows and shadows induced by servicer

nor reflections: the quality of images is by far greater than in the real scenario.225

This is true most of the time as also noise introduction is quite cumbersome to

add. Increasing image sensor accuracy means to make use of advanced rendering

techniques that require a lot of computation to be created, increasing notably

by 5 or 10 times the total simulation time of the feedback loop.

In this work the images are rendered using POV Ray5, a software based on230

ray-tracing. This technique is the best technique to obtain photorealistic images

as it reproduces the physical processes of light propagation. The photorealistic

performance of POV Ray are testified in [49] where the commercial software

PANGU, approved by ESA, has been validated using POV Ray itself. POV

Ray has also been used with success to generate images for artificial intelligence235

applied to lunar landing hazard detection in [50] and subsequent works.

The important features that a POV Ray generated image can make are

realistic reflections and shadows cast by several objects. By adding an Earth

5Persistence of Vision Pty. Ltd. (2004) Persistence of Vision Raytracer (Version 3.6)

[Computer software]. Retrieved from http://www.povray.org/download/
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Figure 2: Guidance Navigation Control and Robotics scheme

textured sphere one can include the disturbance for computer vision software

of a background. Should be noted that the texture here used is by far not240

high-definition, hence closeups might look poor. Enhancing the textures would

require more processing power, hence the compromise. All these features can

be seen directly in Figure 1, where shadows induced by the servicer satellite

and its robotic arm, as well as reflection induced by the sunlight on metallic

components are highlighted in red.245

Difficult aspects to include in POV Ray images are the sun in sight and the

image noise. Noise is added as a positive bias and random integer addition for

each pixel. This allows to create noise that can reduce gradient based feature

extraction performance of an otherwise polished image and shift the histogram

of the image as perfect blackness is rarely found in navigation cameras.250

4. The GNCR loop

Figure 2 gives an overview of the GNCR loop here proposed for proximity

operations. The system can be divided in three control loops, one for the atti-

tude control, one for the relative positioning control and one for the robotic arm.

The estimation of the relative state and location of docking port or key features255

plays the role of feeding information to all the other control loops. Every action

taken by each of the control segment influences the camera output that, after
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being processed, return new reference for the loop themselves. All the GNCR

elements are thus interconnected. The relative position control loop aims to

control the center of mass of the orbital robot with respect to the customer260

satellite exterior, thus uses the camera relative distance estimation to maintain

a relative position. Drifts due to orbital dynamics and robotic arm motion have

to be counteracted. The attitude control problem is subject to more distur-

bances as the inertia of the system varies due to robotic arm motion and is a

very critical system for all the space segment mission. Attitude estimation and265

adaptive control are thus explored here. Finally, the robotic arm control uses

the compute position and attitude of the target feature (here a small docking

port) to determine the required joint position and generates a smooth trajectory

for the joints to follow. Trajectory generation is the focus of the development,

while the control is an extension of the adaptive controller used for the attitude270

problem.

4.1. Position & thrusters control

Position control for proximity operations use the relative state estimation to

determine the force that needs to be used by the servicer to reach and maintain

a certain pose with respect to the target. Such control forces are computed275

using a classical approach. Relative position measured by cameras is rotated on

a Local Vertical Local Horizontal frame whose simplified dynamics can be used

to derive a PD-like approach.

The only mean to control a satellite position for precision operations is to

use thrusters. Those thrusters are positioned usually near the corners and sides280

of a satellite so that they are also able to produce substantial torques if required.

In order to be able to deliver forces and torques with both signs and with the

possibility to produce forces with nominal null torques the number of thrusters

is at least 12 but for redundancy in OOS mission is highly recommended to

have a full 24 thrusters configuration. Since small thrusters operate mostly285

without output regulation, a modulation strategy is used to track the desired

thrusting action. A classic modulation is PWM but recently interest has shifted
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Figure 3: Quaternion complementary filter

to Sigma Delta Modulation (SDM) that has been successfully implemented and

ground tested for space applications [51]. It has been shown that comparing

with classical PWM the SDM can achieve a lower steady state error and in290

some cases also leading to lower expenses [21]. After preliminary investigations,

it has been decided to use SDM in order to limit fuel usage and achieve better

performance.

4.2. Attitude determination & control

There are many sensors and actuators suite that can be derived for atti-295

tude control. For the sake of simplicity here will be considered the simplest

configuration able to retain significant robustness. The attitude shall be deter-

mined using gyroscopes and star trackers while the actuation can be exerted

using reaction wheels or thrusters. The estimation paradigm considered is the

complementary filter [52] while attitude control laws are determined using an300

adaptive controller.

4.2.1. Attitude estimation filtering

A complementary filter is a filter that weights in frequency two or more

sensors information to refine a state estimate [52]. The simplicity and elegance

of the approach can be used also for satellite attitude determination, for example305

fusing information from a gyroscope and a star tracker. In [52] proof is given for

the convergence of the estimate and locally for gyro bias estimation also using

quaternions. In Figure 3 a block scheme of this approach for a simple satellite

attitude control is presented. Here qst and ωgy are respectively the measured

quaternion from the star tracker and the gyro measured angular velocity. With310
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Figure 4: Inertia - adaptive control scheme

q̂ and ω̂ are indicated the filter estimated outputs and the quaternion error qe

is computed and fed to the filtering function C with sign consistency.

This filter has some interesting features: it uses a gyro measure to propagate

attitude guaranteeing coverage regardless of ambient influence, and it can fuse

two sensors measurements at different data rates; can upsample a star tracker315

with coherence up to gyro datarate; can have good gyro bias rejection; simpler,

lighter and easier to tune than a Kalman filter; attitude measurement can be

provided by quaternion or vector measurements.

The filter estimated values are used for attitude control, hence an higher

sampling rate allows for higher control gain and possibility to track attitude320

reference with low frequency content. High frequency noise in q̂ or ω̂ translates

in higher control effort but since the noise induced by sampling difference is

limited, it is not going to jeopardize the attitude control robustness.

4.2.2. Attitude control

In order to cope with a non linear time varying system, the attitude control325

paradigm selected is based on Adaptive Dynamical Inversion. In this controller

it is roughly estimated the inertia of the system and the datum is used to

generate a control law that follows a specified model.

τu = −diag
(
Îb

)
diag (λ) (ωb − ωbr) + ωb ×

(
diag

(
Îb

)
ωb

)
+ diag

(
Îb

)
˙ωbr

(1)
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Equation (1) shows the centralized adaptive control law where ωb is the cur-

rent measured body angular velocity, ωbr the reference angular velocity for the330

inner control loop, λ the vector of cutoff frequencies per axis and Îb the esti-

mated principal inertia components. Second and third components are meant

to cancel out the non-linear terms of the dynamical system.

˙̂
Ib = γdiag (ωm − ωb) τu (2)

The inertia estimation update is given in Eq. (2) and is meant to estimate

the parameter Îb such that the controlled system follows the first order refer-335

ence model. This is a slight modification of the Adaptive Dynamical Inversion

control scheme. The canonical implementation, for the system in exam, would

see the update equation with terms dependent on the estimated inertia leading

to numerical problems [21]. Here the simplified version maintains the character-

istics of adaptation while reducing the numerical problems that would otherwise340

arise.

ω̇m = diag (λ) (ωbr − ωm) (3)

The simple reference model is presented in Eq. (3) and has ωm → ωbr expo-

nentially. In this model ωm is the wanted angular velocity response to the input

signal, here taken as a first order lowpass filter. The velocity controller rela-

tive to Eq. (1) has the block scheme with adaptive and compensation patterns345

presented in Figure 4 where τ d represent the non-modeled disturbing actions.

ωbr = βs (ε)η + ωr (4)

The reference angular velocity is given in Eq. (4) where ωr is the angular

velocity of the tracked attitude reference and (η , ε) the components of the

quaternion error computed in the body frame. When ε = ±1 and η = 0 we

have null attitude error.350
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s (ε) =

+1 ε ≥ 0

−1 ε < 0

(5)

To prevent unwinding phenomena, s (ε) is used to keep ωbr (η , ε) = ωbr (−η , −ε)

and is given as modified sign function in Eq. (5). The velocity reference ωbr is

set to achieve quasi-global exponential convergence in the controller outer loop

while preventing unwinding.

4.3. Robotic arm guidance & control355

The robotic arm is commanded using a decentralized adaptive controller

pretty much identical to the attitude control version, except for the non linear

compensating terms. Adaptivity plays the same role of the attitude controller

since the robot configuration might change or in general some properties of the

system might change. For manipulators it is more robust to use a decentralized360

control since accounting for complex cross coupling effects might reduce the

robustness of the whole system, since it is heavily model dependent.

Then, the reference used for such controller needs to account for the whole

robot, meaning that the guidance of the robot must be centralized. A simple

but not entirely robust possibility is to use the Jacobian of the function that365

maps the joints position to the end effector pose error with respect to the target.

However this approach to determine joint speed that would reduce the error to

zero does not account for joint limitations or singularities in the Jacobian. A

new approach is here proposed.

4.3.1. Levenberg-Marquardt guidance370

A new guidance law has been designed to generate a smooth trajectory

that satisfies joints limitations, avoid Jacobian singularities, and has a limited

frequency content to ease the controller tracking. The new guidance is composed

of two main blocks: one determine the final position the joints have to reach

in order to follow the target and the second one translates the final values in a375
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smooth trajectory that the arm controller can follow. A small addition can be

made in order to achieve null error in case of moving target.

First the final state is computed using a non linear minimizer able to work

under Jacobian singularities. In formal terms we search for the final joint state

ϑt such that the end effector position h is equal to the target location ht and380

is also compatible with joints limits. Let us define the pose error eh (ϑ) as

the kinematic entity composed by six elements that nullifies when h (ϑ) = ht

and ϑt the corresponding joint position. In the coding of robotic arm guid-

ance and simulation dual quaternions have been used, but any representation is

theoretically viable.385

However ϑt must be bounded at least by joint limits as ϑmin < ϑt < ϑmax.

We define a new variable ξ such that

ϑt (ξ) = ξ +
ϑmax + ϑmin

2
(6)

ξ2 <

(
ϑmax − ϑmin

2

)2

(7)

Let ν be the dummy variable that would set to zero the error of the following

functional

eϑ (ξ,ν) = ξ2 + ν2 −
(
ϑmax − ϑmin

2

)2

(8)

We can merge all together into the problem statement. The two variables390

ξ and ν, each with length equal to the number of joints, can be determined by

supplying Eq. (9) to the Levenberg-Marquardt minimizer.

(ξ, ν) = arg min
(
eh (ξ)

T
eh (ξ) + eϑ (ξ,ν) Teϑ (ξ,ν)

)
(9)

Then from (ξ, ν) one can recover the final state ϑt required to drive the end

effector towards its target. This procedure enforces the constraint in a robust

and stable formulation that has to pay a doubling in number of states supplied395

to the minimizer. Should be noted that for low relative velocities between the
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Figure 5: Smoother block scheme

robot and the target, the final state determination can be performed at a lower

sample time.

After obtaining compatible ϑt, the second step is to feed a proper trajectory

to the controller, avoiding to excite the system with step or impulses. Take400

a lowpass filter of the third order G (s) =
ω3

0

(s+ω0)
3 whose block scheme can be

found in 5. From any step input given by the minimizer, the filter allows to

generate a signal with frequency content lower than the cutoff frequency ω0

without overshooting.The filter G (s) is thus used as a smoother. Moreover,

if we modify the three integrators it is possible to generate a trajectory that405

accounts also for velocity and acceleration limits coherently. In case of a wide

maneuver the second integrator might saturate generating a position signal still

within bounds but with limited rate. The acceleration would then modify as well

to account for that saturation as the trajectory is feed back to the acceleration

level according to the filter weights. Should be noted that saturation at any410

level will modify the frequency spectrum of the guidance inducing some medium

frequency content, still under ω0.

5. Simulations

The main scenario to test the GNCR closed loop performance sees proximity

operations performed by a servicer robot to a customer satellite in LEO. The415

satellite needs to autonomously hoover at few meter distance from the target,

maintain relative attitude and operate the robotic arm to reach a docking port.

The whole procedure is summarized in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Simulated operations scheme

The first task sees the arm approach the target port at a hovering distance

of 20 cm. The position of the port with respect to the target is known with420

an error of 2, 3 and 1 cm for x, y and z axis respectively. Once this stage is

reached, the second phase starts and the camera on the robotic arm takes 21

pictures of the port and an estimation of the real location is made. Then phase

three sees the final approach until the port is reached. A final phase has been

added to verify the capability of keeping the arm in position. The threshold for425

reaching the latter stage is mainly related to the estimated distance from the

target and is set to 0.5 centimeters.

The effective error in positioning of the end effector depends mainly on the

S/C ability to keep a fixed distance with relative estimation errors lower than 5

millimeters and below 0.5 degrees. For some applications the requirements could430

be even stricter and require a more elaborate estimation scheme, but the goal set

is meant to be representative for the early design phases of a GNCR subsystem

for OOS. The simulations are carried out using Simulink environment and the

robot physical and control data are shown in Table 2.

Figures 7 and 8 present the error in position and attitude of the vision sys-435

tem estimate of the relative state of the customer satellite. In Figure 7 we can

appreciate the zero mean quasi-gaussian error of the angles around 3 axis: using

small angle assumption the quaternion error elements gives approximately the

small angle errors per each axis. In figure 8 we have a similar profile that can

be fitted to a Weibull distribution as the quantity depicted is the norm of the440
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units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Hardware data

Link mass [kg] 2.12 42.4 4.24 16.96 2.12 2.12 1.06

Link length [m] 0.10 2.00 0.20 0.80 0.10 0.10 0.05

Link max inertia
[
kg · m2

]
0.003 14.16 0.017 0.915 0.003 0.003 0.001

Link min inertia
[
kg · m2

]
0.003 0.053 0.0053 0.0212 0.003 0.003 0.001

Max joint position [deg] 180 90 180 0 90 180 180

Min joint position [deg] -180 -90 0 -180 -90 0 -180

Max joint velocity [deg/s] 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Controller data

Reference inertia
[
kg · m2

]
7.5 3 1.5 3 1.5 0.15 0.6

Maximum inertia
[
kg · m2

]
300 300 30 300 3 0.3 0.3

Minimum inertia
[
kg · m2

]
10−3 10−3 10−3 10−3 10−3 10−3 10−3

Reference cutoff frequency [Hz] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Velocity cutoff frequency [Hz] 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1

Torque saturation [N · m] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 2: Robotic arm parameters

error position vector. Looking at the error variation in time, it is possible to

roughly appreciate a non-white frequency content that is the result of complex

non linear coupling of many aspects like control, vision estimation and dynam-

ical couplings. For reference, the simulated cameras of this simulation have 60

degrees of field of view, unitary focus and generate 1024×1024 pixels gray-scale445

images at 1 Hz.

Looking at the numerical values of Figures 7 and 8 it can be seen that

the estimation error is rather optimistic for a real navigation camera, albeit

the low errors can also be due to the simple geometrical model adopted in the

image generation, and to the constrained domain for line search. The simulated450

images do not include blur, dust, or radiation effects on the sensor as well as a

simplified Earth model in the background. This might influence any computer

vision program lowering performance or robustness. More realistic errors would

have approximately twice standard deviation and mean values.

Regardless, we can infer information about the control position error that455

uses measurements from the estimated position in Figure 9. The error is kept

approximately under one centimeter and part of this error is also due to the

very low datarate of the vision sensor. Even if a non-delayed upsampling is

performed, the frequency content lost by the sampling cannot be retrieved, hence
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the error in position control. Increasing the datarate of the vision estimation460

would reduce the entity of the position error.

Figure 10 shows the errors of measures and estimation of the complementary

filter applied to the servicer self attitude estimation, used for regular operations.

In the early phases the estimator is compensating for gyroscope bias and thus

the estimated error in attitude is larger than the star tracker. When the integral465

term of the filter sets to the gyro bias and low frequency drift, the estimation

quality increases beyond the pure star tracker output. Should be noted that,

thanks to the filter nature, the output of the estimator is able to reach 100 Hz,

allowing for fine attitude control. Unfortunately this technique cannot be used

for position control, as in this case the vision system output is a reference for470

the controller and not the measurement.

Thanks to good and high frequency estimate the attitude control is able

to assure good performance, as testified by the errors depicted in figure 11.

Part of this relevant good behavior is that the robotic arm is controlled to

follow a trajectory with low frequency content thanks to the guidance law here475

proposed. Also, the robot guidance is able to guide the end effector towards

the docking port; we can appreciate the reduction of the error in figure 12

through the different phases of the maneuver. The error in the terminal phases

is highlighted and we can appreciate an error below one centimeter and one

degree in attitude. This is based on true values and thus the results show that480

even with the errors in target estimation of figs. 7 and 8, plus the error in port

location compensated during the second phase, plus the error in relative pose

control of the base, the robot controller is able to achieve great precision.

With a little safety factor we can use such results to derive requirements for

a small docking port for on orbit servicing applications.485

Conclusions

On Orbit Servicing close proximity missions require dedicated GNC and

robotics, often using vision sensors. In this article a GNC architecture exploit-
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ing vision sensors, adaptive control and compliant robotics guidance. To validate

the set of control, estimation and robotics algorithms it has been performed a490

simulation considering also noises, photorealistic images and computer vision

elements relevant to the application. Influence among loops (ex: attitude and

robotics, vision system and relative positioning) is allowed to verify the robust-

ness of the proposed system to control a satellite in close proximity operations

with a customer spacecraft. The proposed architecture shows promising results495

although the rendering quality of the artificially generated navigation camera

images in terms of noises and distortion still needs improvement to yield results

comparable with current state of the art space navigation cameras. The relative

pose estimation can reach sub-centimeter level at low datarate, the robotic po-

sitioning is able to reach similar level of precision without relying on mounted500

cameras for the final approach. This performance is reached thanks to computer

vision relative state estimation and robotics control capability.
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